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From: Mike Bodnar ]
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 7:03 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Fwd: Smart Meter Opt-out Fee

I overlooked copying this to the commission, so fyi... 
thank you, 
Mike Bodnar 
 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐  
Subject: Smart Meter Opt‐out Fee 

Date: Sat, 19 Oct 2013 10:43:06 ‐0700 
From: Mike Bodnar 

To: greg.reimer@bchydro.com 

CC  
 

To BC Hydro:  

 
 

In response to your letter regarding "options" and "fees". At this time I cannot accept 
a smart meter or an opt-out fee. I also feel your attempt at making me sign a new 
contract is intimidation by you and your staff.  

  

At the moment, BC Hydro is not entitled to impose an opt-out fee and, by doing so, 
are violating my rights. My current contract with you (by precedence) allowed me to 
purchase a home with known circumstance, which included an analog meter. You 
now state that I must support your management decision by breaking your existing 
contract with me and "I" must pay exorbitant fees in order for you to "not" break that 
contract. You are presenting fees as though these fees are authorized when indeed 
they are not. This is misrepresentation, and if I had done this to anyone I would be 
charged with coercion and extortion. 

  

I feel your letter is an attempt to force me to abandon my rights of privacy and 
personal choice of an opinion (the effects of microwaves to ones health) or pay 
outrageous fees in order to maintain my right to be free from interference and free 
from incessant microwave exposure. If I presented your option to anyone, I would 
be charged with invasion of privacy and extortion. 

Since the installation of smart meters to homes surrounding my residence, I have 
developed unusual health symptoms that rotate throughout my body. Can these be 
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attributed to microwaves? No. Can microwaves be eliminated as a contributing 
factor? No. Coincidental? maybe, maybe not. The point is, long before smart meters 
were forced upon us, I have gone to great lengths to limit exposure to microwaves. 
My phones are all corded and hard wired, my internet is all hard wired, and my cell 
phone is only used for emergency calling and is never on, I don't even cook with a 
microwave oven...So to force a smart meter upon me, or force me to pay exorbitant 
fees to keep my analog meter, is an unlawful imposition upon my views, my rights, 
and my freedom of choice. 

I would be willing to e-mail photo meter readings in monthly, or go to a yearly meter 
reading with equal monthly billing. These would be more appropriate solutions, than 
imposition of exorbitant fees. 
 

  

Signed: __________________________ 

              Michael Bodnar 

 
 

Note: I have removed my account number from the original letter as these are only 
of concern to BC Hydro. 

 

   

 
 




